
Destination Earth
 
Game designed by Matt Barber. Art by Nate Prestopnik. 
 
Game Summary
 
Destination Earth is a card game for 2 players. Each player is captain of a ship trying to get home 
to Earth. You need to “jump” 5 times to make it back, first player there wins. You jump by making 
combinations of cards and making a successful dice roll. For a longer version of the game, play until a 
player completes 10 jumps.
 
Game Setup
 
Each player ship starts at the “Start” section of the jump board. Each player gets dealt 5 cards for a 
starting hand. Also turn 5 cards face up next to the deck. Each player also gets a “Jump Combinations” 
reference sheet to refer to. Used up cards should be placed into a discard pile and reshuffled into the 
deck as needed.
 
Playing the Game
 
Game play is divided by turns and rounds. Roll two dice to determine who goes first. Highest score goes 
first. 
 
Turns
 
Each player turn, the player can choose to draw cards or attempt a jump. If a player chooses to take 
cards, she may pick up two face up cards or two face down cards from the deck. If face up cards are 
taken, replace them by turning up new cards from the deck. There should always be 5 cards face up at 
the end of each player turn. 
 
Jumping
 
Instead of taking cards, the player can attempt to jump her ship closer to Earth. A player jumps by playing 
a combination of cards from her hand and rolling two dice above a certain number. There are 5 types of 
cards: Research, Fuel, Exploration, Mechanics, and People. The types matter for making combinations 
and for events, explained later. 
 
Jump Combinations:
-4 of one type, 4+ roll on dice
-3 of one type 7+ roll on dice
-2 pair, 7+ roll on dice
-1 of each five types, plus 4+ roll on dice
-2 of one type, 10+ roll on dice
 
A jump is successful if the player uses the right combination of cards and rolls above the requirement 
associated with that combination. All cards used to attempt a jump are discarded whether the jump is 
successful or not. If the jump is successful, the player’s ship is moved up the jump chart and the round 
ends.
 
Rounds
 
The round changes when someone jumps through a card combination. An event card is drawn from the 
pile to end a round. The event card could have a positive effect or a negative one. 
 
Betting



 
Each card is marked as “highest total wins” or “lowest total wins” which means the player who bets the 
highest or lowest amount for the card “wins” the card and takes its effect. The player who successfully 
jumped to end the round bets first. The first player plays up to 4 cards face down on the table. The total of 
the numbers on each card determine the total amount of the bet. The other player then also plays up to 
4 cards to bet. The highest or lowest total card value (depending on the text on the card) takes the effect 
on the card. In the event of a tie, roll to decide, lowest or highest like the bets. All cards used to bet are 
discarded, and the event goes into a discard pile for the used events.
 
The player who did not jump to end the round then takes their next turn and starts a new round. Turns 
and rounds continue until a player reaches 5 on the jump chart. 
 
 
Cards:
15x Research
15x Fuel
15x Exploration
15x Mechanics
15x People
Value distribution: 1 zero, 3 one, 3 two, 3 three, 3 four, 2 five
 
Event cards:
4x -Wormhole - jump ahead one time (highest)
4x -Asteroid field - Discard half your hand rounded up (lowest)
4x -Ancient Temple Discovery - Draw 5 cards from deck (highest)
 
1x -Research Test Failure - Lose all Research cards in hand (lowest)
1x -Research Success - Lose all Research cards, jump once (highest)
1x -Fuel explosion - Lose all Fuel cards in hand (lowest)
1x -Bio-Fuel Breakthrough - Lose all Fuel cards, jump once (highest)
1x -False Positive Reading - Lose all Exploration cards in hand (lowest)
1x -Dimensional Portal - Lose all Exploration cards, jump once (highest)
1x -Core Breach - Lose all Mechanics cards in hand (lowest)
1x -Advanced Engines - Lose all Mechanics cards, jump once (highest)
1x -Crew Accident - Lose all People cards in hand (lowest)
1x -Miracle Worker - Lose all People cards, jump once (highest)
 


